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TELEPOLE   
NAVILIGHT
02-5001-11 LED Navilight 360
02-4035-11  TelePole 1000
03-0415-11 StarPort single

CAMERA  MOUNT 
02-4036-11 Camera Boom 600
03-4014-11 StarPort single

SOUNDER 
MOUNT
02-4037-11 Platform Boom 150
03-4015-11 StarPort single

3 AXIS MOUNT
02-4025-11 3 Axis Mount

MOBILE  
DEVICE 
HOLDER

04-4033-11 Mobi  
Mobile Device Holder kit

DASHBOARD
03-4102-11 TracPort Dash 500

DRINK 
HOLDER
02-4013-11 CupClam

PLATFORM MOUNT
02-4002-11 Adjustable Platform

LIPPER GRIP 
HOLDER

02-4027-11 G-Hold 50 single 
03-4015-11 StarPort single

Camera Mount
02-4037-11 Boom 150 Mount
03-4015-11 StarPort single

BOW/COCKPIT LIGHT
02-5002-11 LED Navilight Port Starboard
03-4016-11 StarPort Extender
03-4015-11 StarPort  single

RAILMOUNTED  
ROD HOLDER
02-4020-11 Rod Holder only black
03-4011-11 StarPort RailMount 32-41 Combo

RAILMOUNTED  
ROD HOLDER
02-4020-11 Rod Holder  
only black

02-4013-11 StarPort 
RailMount Kit 32-41

C-TUG  
TROLLEY

(Sidewinder kit extra)
50-0001-71



LED Navilight 360 
RAILBLAZA/Navisafe LED Navilight 360 all round white lights are 
used in many applications, from kayaking and small power boats, to 
emergency navi lights for larger sailboats and around the farm. They 
can even be thrown to a person overboard as they float, and always 
float right way up.

TelePole 1000
The TelePole adds another dimension of versatility to the RAILBLAZA 
system, it compresses to 630mm and expands to 1060mm with a male 
StarPort adaptor at one end and a female StarPort at the top end. Fly 
a flag, attach a NAVISAFE 360 LED navi light, attach a 3 axis camera 
mount or you can even add an adjustable extender with G-Hold. Fits 
into any StarPort, SidePort, RailMount or RIBPort.

StarPort single
The RAILBLAZA StarPort is a unique and versatile multifunctional mount, 
which is used in a huge number of applications and allows users to fit and 
swap out the full range of RAILBLAZA accessories.Made from high grade 
engineering plastics, the StarPort is easy to fit and stylish. It can be surface 
or recess mounted on power boats, inflatables, sail boats, kayaks, ATVs, 
garages and many other applications.

Camera Boom 600
The Railblaza CameraBoom 600 is the perfect way to hold your camera 
and capture the action.
Whether you are hauling in a record breaking marlin or about to take 
line honours you can capture the moment from the perfect angle 
using a Railblaza CameraBoom 600. At over 700mm long, and fully 
adjustable with 4 moving joints, this mount is so flexible it has been 
asked “how did they ever shoot that angle?”.

Rod Holder only black
The Rod Holder is robust, versatile, and value for money, it will hold 
your rod, you choose which position. Rotating collar helps reduce 
‘strike-theft’ Rear gimble lock reduces rod rotation for compatible 
rods, lift to slide rods through Fully adjustable 360° around, over 90° 
vertical Easy access to reel when in position Square-tooth adjustable 
tilt stops rotational slipping.

StarPort RailMount Kit 32-41
The RailMount 32-41 is specifically designed for both circular AND 
square 32 mm (1.25 in) rails, and 41mm (1 5/8”) round rails such as 
those found on Hobie kayak outriggers. Simply screw together, no 
spacers for 32mm round, 1 pair of spacers for 32mm square, and 2 
pairs of spacers for 41mm round.

Platform Boom 150
Another fantastic product, the PlatformBoom 150, will allow the 
mounting of heavier items including sounders and GPS displays, but 
still give the flexibility of 4 moving joints.Any Railblaza BoomMount 
will fit into any Railblaza StarPort .

Axis Mount
The Three Axis Platform is the answer if you need real flexibility in a 
mount. With two swivel points and a tilt adjustment you can easily 
rotate, tilt and change the view from landscape to profile.Designed 
with sounders and GPS in mind, you can now view from any angle.

Mobi Mobile Device Holder kit
The RAILBLAZA Mobile Device Holder, or “Mobi” for short, is ready to 
look after your phone, GPS, VHF, EPIRB or other mobile device. Our 
unique design brings a new level of versatility to the device holder 
market, once you have your Mobi you can attach it to any vessel 
or vehicle on water or land - basically any place you can install a 
RAILBLAZA StarPort, RIBPort or RailMount.

SKU # 71797 TracPort Dash 500
Strength and convenience, married in a 500 mm rail equipped with 
4 StarPorts and two StarPort adapters for mounting. Put your own 
RAILBLAZA accessories together in a convenient, lightweight system. 
Then remove the system when you’re finished for security, transport or 
storage.
CupClam
The StarPort CupClam can be mounted in either horizontally or 
vertically-mounted StarPorts, to hold mugs, stubbies, wine glasses, even 
cellphones. The extendable fingers hold the taller items in place, yet 
everything collapses into a convenient flatpack for storage.

Adjustable Platform
Add a flat surface to common winch handle receivers, or a RAILBLAZA 
StarPort™!Making your barbecue, baitboard, table or work surface 
StarPort-friendly means you can lock it it in place when in use, and put it 
away to re-task the StarPort for a different application.

G-Hold 50 pair
The RAILBLAZA G-HOLD range holds varying sizes of poles, tools and 
bundles, like shovels, picks, boathooks, oars, paddles, spearguns, etc.

StarPort Extender
Now, your StarPort mounting system can either stand tall or bend over 
backwards to help you!
The Fixed Extender gives you 125 mm (5 in) of clearance from the 
StarPort - perfect for raising Railblaza’s Fillet Table - also an optimum 
distance for tight space requirements on kayaks or similar-sized craft.

C-TUG Trolley
The New Zealand made C-TUG is the best, most versatile and durable 
kayak trolley on the market. It carries up to 120kg (300lbs), dismantles 
in under 20 seconds to fit into a 10” hatch and won’t corrode.
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